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Abstract: The development of information technology in education has made a significant impact on course teaching reform in colleges, also makes college teachers faced with severe challenges. Start from the analysis of data mining and knowledge acquisition course teaching present situation and the concept of the flipped classroom, how to effectively implement the flipped classroom teaching mode into the class of the data mining and knowledge acquisition in colleges and universities is explored. This paper demonstrates basic principles and application and research status of flipped classroom model, and then puts forward to teaching model and constituent elements of flipped classroom model for data mining and knowledge acquisition course. The results show that the designed teaching mode can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of teaching, and plays an important role in developing their learning initiatives innovative abilities.

Introduction

Data mining and knowledge acquisition generally refers to the process of hiding information from a large amount of data. It is a step-in knowledge discovery in database. Data mining and knowledge acquisition is usually related to computer science, and it can be realized by many methods such as statistics, online analysis processing, information retrieval, machine learning, expert system and pattern recognition. Data mining and knowledge acquisition contains ten algorithms: C4.5, K-means, Apriori, EM, AdaBoost, kNN, Naive Bayes, SVM, PageRank, CART.

In the actual teaching process of data mining and knowledge acquisition course, for some complex knowledge, teachers need to take a long time for teaching. In this process, students may appear the phenomenon of cognitive overload, learning effect can not be guaranteed. How to solve the problem of cognitive overload? A simple way is to let the students preview the content of learning. On the class, detailed explanations are given in areas which are hard to understand. The key of this method lies in the effect whether good or not. How can get good preview effects? Some teachers share text tutorial or video tutorial before class. In fact, this leads to the focus discussion of this study-flip the classroom. In this mode, the teacher first recorded teaching video, which is released to the students for their self study before the class. On the basis of self study situation of the students, the teacher has been focused on teaching, and will spend more time in personalized counseling.

The Research Status at Home and Abroad of Flip the Classroom

Flipping classroom is also known as the "inverted classroom", refers to a form of teaching which teaching students to watch the video, complete the study at home, and finishing the homework and knowledge internalization in the classroom [1]. It is an opposite way classroom model to teacher in the classroom during the day and the students go home at night doing homework [2]. Flipping classroom has the characteristics with students centered, students' autonomous learning, interaction between teachers and students, direct guidance of teachers, the absent students will not be left behind, teaching content permanently saved, all the students involved in learning and get individualized education [3]. In 2007, two chemistry teachers Jonathan Berman and Aaron Sams proposed the...
concept of flipping classroom in Woodland Park High School of the Colorado in United States, and adopted this mode in the teaching, found in this way teaching results achieved much better results than the traditional way [4]. New teaching model proposed by two teachers attracted more and more attention, popular in North America as well as primary and secondary education in the United States. Many teachers from around the world also use this model to teach Spanish, science, mathematics, and for elementary, junior high, high school and adult education [5]. In 2011, Jiangjin Jukui middle school in Chongqing city and fifth middle school of Haizhu district in Guangzhou city have implemented flipped classroom teaching mode and success [6].

Domestic scholars gradually increased to the research of flipping classroom. Yang and Yang introduced the US top ten "flipped classroom" cases. Zeng had discussed the characteristics and practice of flipped classroom, and think it is a successful example of exploration of individualized teaching [7]. Ma and Zhao have made an empirical study of the flipped classroom on university information technology public class. The classroom discussion can help the internalization of knowledge, and have the potential advantage for university information technology public class [8].

Zhang and Zhang proposed flipped classroom mode based on the concept of the game, in order to better promote flipped classroom in teaching practice. Research and Application on the flipped classroom mode nowadays mainly focus on primary and secondary education, in colleges and universities, especially less research achievements and applications for digital media professional courses. This paper demonstrates basic principles and application and research status of flipped classroom model, and then puts forward to teaching model and constituent elements of flipped classroom model for data mining and knowledge acquisition course. The results show that the designed teaching mode can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of teaching, and plays an important role in developing their learning initiatives innovative abilities.

Teaching Process of the Flipped Classroom

The design includes three stages of the implementation process, which contains self-study before class, internalization of discussions and after-school sublimation [9].

Self-study before class. For some simple data mining and knowledge acquisition algorithms such as association rule mining of Apriori algorithm, classification algorithm of decision tree ID3 algorithm and C4.5 algorithm, KNN algorithm and clustering algorithm of K-means algorithm. Students are required to learn micro video courses, make PPT and explain the content in class. In flipped classroom, instructional videos are provided by teachers to complete the imparting of knowledge [2]. The main objective of this phase is preliminary to complete the acceptance and understanding of knowledge and skills, that is to say the students watch the prerecorded video teaching by teacher, and learn knowledge and operation skill. In the flipped classroom course teaching practice of "data mining and knowledge acquisition", firstly, prepared teaching video is shared to the network hard disk; video content and practice tasks will be learned next week are arranged in class. Secondly, the students learn knowledge or skills by watching the video, and check the problems or deficiencies exist in learning by completing the task of practice activities. If you have questions, you can ask or discuss with students or teachers to resolve by talking face to face, online exchanges and other means. Finally, record the remaining Problems cannot be solved temporarily after discussion, which can be submitted to the teachers through the exchange platform, so that teachers can give topics explain or organizing discuss.

Internalization of stage. The classroom activities are not traditional "giving and receiving doctrine", nor pay attention to the teaching activities of teaching surface "active", but pay attention to the knowledge, skills and individual life hug, is the process of teachers and students in the interaction of internalized skills, knowledge creation. This requires teachers can according to the specific contents of the course, rational planning, careful organization, timely cited, which really make the class become students asking questions, solve problems, internalizing knowledge of the place. In the flipped classroom of “data mining and knowledge acquisition" course, according to the nature of the problem of collecting and arranging under lesson, we decided to organize the "task-based practice of
inquiry-based classroom" or to organize the “classroom discussion based on the issue discussion”. If the problem is operational, procedural, or can be solved by the explanation of teachers, inquiry-based classroom is organized; if the problem collected by the teacher is controversial, theoretical issues strong, and it is difficult to explain clearly through teachers by 5-10 minutes, discussing classroom activities is organized.

In the inquiry-based classroom, firstly, operational problems or difficulty point encountered by the students are explained by teacher, the operation process is demonstrated. Then, the specific practice of tasks is thrown to students, students is in dependent inquiry or collaborative learning. Teachers observe the students study progress, guide or coach at the appropriate time, and guide the students to explore the research direction and prevent the inquiry learning become a mere formality, superficial and superficial. After the inquiry, organize students to exchange achievements and self-rating (or by the teachers’ summary or feedback), namely through the guiding task inquiry, to display the results, exchange and self-evaluation, deepen the understanding of knowledge, mastering skills. After the inquiry, organize students to exchange achievements and self-rating (or by the teachers’ summary or feedback), namely through the guiding task inquiry, achievements, exchange and self-evaluation, deepen the understanding of knowledge, mastering skills.

To organize the classroom discussion, first of all is to explain the problem. But the nature of the problem is different; the problem here is no longer procedural or operational problems, but the difficulties of the theoretical knowledge or controversial issues. The teacher's explanation is a summary and explanation of the problem, then more discussion of the nature of the problem is thrown by the teacher through the design and processing, which caused the students to discuss, to guide the students to deeper thinking and debate for the explanation of the problem. Teachers should pay attention to guide the direction of discussion, so as not to discuss from the theme. After the discussion, the teacher is to sort and summarize the discussions and deepen students' understanding of the issues.

The organization of flipped classroom activities has a higher requirement for teachers' teaching ability. Teachers should be sensitive to realize that the confusion of the majority of students in the classroom, timely provide solutions and give guidance. In the classroom, students will ask questions or hypotheses, some question or hypothesis which teachers may has never encountered before. Therefore, teachers should not only have a solid knowledge of the discipline, broad interdisciplinary knowledge base, but also have a keen ability to think. At the same time, teachers also have a strong organizational skill and the ability to guide the classroom discussion, so as to effectively lead the class discussion. For some teachers, this is a real challenge.

After sublimation. Through self-study before class, lesson internalized, the students have to understand and master the basic knowledge of the contents of this chapter. However, this knowledge is still inert knowledge which is isolated, separated from reality, and not a real effectiveness. To put this knowledge into their own quality, not only requires students to understand and master the knowledge, the acquisition of skills, but also the knowledge can be internalized into the unconscious "weapon" to help student to think and solve problems. This requires not only requires students to "know, know why", but also to master how to use, how to use more effectively, more artistic. Because the knowledge not just stays in the know what it is and why it is. Based on these understanding, it is able to critically learn new ideas and put them into the existing cognitive structure; it is able to contact a number of the ideas and to migrate existing knowledge to new situations, make decisions and solve problems. This not only need to practice and reflection, but also need to exercise in the actual problem. Therefore, in flipped classroom of data mining and knowledge acquisition teaching practice, we aimed at each of "knowledge set" to design skills development practice task, which are arranged after classroom activities to provide training opportunities for students to solve problems in real situations. Supplemented to reflective events, it can encourage students to self-exploration and reflection, to promote the further internalization of knowledge and skills, and to expand and sublimation.

Flipped Classroom Promotion Analysis for Data Mining and Knowledge Acquisition Course
Significantly enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of teaching. By flipped classroom, fully learning before class, timely understanding of the key points and difficulties, the emergence of cognitive conflict is obvious in advance compared with the traditional way. The student is only aware of their own lack of learning; he can have a clear direction and a strong motivation to learn. In this context, not only the students' doubts are resolved, the teacher's teaching targeted richer obvious. In the traditional way of teaching, students' cognitive conflict occurred in the presentation of teachers in the process of teaching, some students may be due to cognitive conflict and affects the following content learning, the overall effect of learning cannot be guaranteed.

Similarity living environment leads to some similarities of the experience background of student. And this similarity suggests that the students would have a similar difficulty in learning the curriculum. This similarity in traditional teaching situation, teachers need to spend more time with the one on one counseling. In flipped classroom mode, the teacher can collect learning difficulties and opinions exist together before teaching. Subsequent teaching can be targeted as much as possible, individualized, improve teaching efficiency and effectiveness.

Visualization of resources to reduce the learning difficulties. In the traditional teaching situation, the majority of resources teachers provided are static resources of text or image. The habit of reading is the traditional way of reading. In flipped classroom, instructional video recorded by teachers is basically a memoir of classroom instruction. Students feel is not inferior to the real classroom learning experience, learning has improved significantly. In addition, after class, if students want to review previously learned content, watch the video then deepened the classroom learning experience, can help students quickly recall learning content, to accelerate understanding of the content.

To enhance the students' self-learning ability. The era of digital learning provides convenient conditions for solving problems independently by student. Flipped classroom teaching mode helps students to eliminate absolute dependence on teachers in traditional situation. In the independent learning link, cognitive conflicts can be effectively solved through a search engine or a communication tool. Keep on pushing this model helps develop students' self-learning ability.

Summary

Flipped classroom implements the reversion of internalization and imparting of knowledge in the traditional classroom, truly reflect the "student-centered" philosophy of education. Flipped classroom is suitable for digital media technology course teaching, the flipped classroom model of digital media technology curriculum can be divided into three phases of pre-class video learning, classroom training internalization, after-school sublimation. The results show that the designed teaching mode can enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of teaching, and plays an important role in developing their learning initiatives innovative abilities.
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